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e-launched, re-invented, re-imagined. For close on 
two years, hazendal Wine estate was shrouded in mys-
tery. While this historic Bottelary Road landmark on the 
Stellenbosch Wine Route was closed for business, rubber-
necking motorists could catch only glimpses of massive 

construction going on. Speculation was rife. In december 2018, the gates 
opened to reveal an awe-inspiring destination in the cape Winelands.

hazendal is one of the oldest wine estates in South africa, dating back 
to 1699 when German settler christoffel hazenwinkel made his way to 
the cape and was granted 60ha of land in the Bottelary hills by Governor 
Willem adriaan van der Stel. Inspired by his own name and the popula-
tion of cape hares that inhabited the area at the time, christoffel named 
the farm hazendal, which translates from the dutch to ‘valley of hares’. 

Serving as a halfway station for weary travellers, the farm was in high 
demand due to its proximity to both cape Town and Stellenbosch. 
It changed hands quite often until Willem van as bought it in 1729. 
Willem’s son Joost was the first to introduce the signature cape dutch ar-
chitectural style to hazendal. he built the first homestead in 1781, which 
today houses the Marvol Gallery. he was also responsible for the kraal and 

the threshing circle, both re-invented to form part of the new hazendal.
a gate and gateposts followed, as the owner at the time, hermanus Ver-

maak, was concerned that pipe-smoking wagon drivers travelling through 
at night might set fire to buildings or seduce the slave women living in 
what is today’s Jonkershuis. The gate was challenged by hermanus’s 
neighbour, Peter Fischer, who took the matter to court, declaring that the 
road was used by the public and had been there since time immemorial. 
hermanus lost the case and the gate was removed, although the gateposts 
remained in place. Today, hazendal’s hospitality extends through the 
very same gateposts that were once used to keep visitors out of the farm. 

It was the Bosman family who, for five generations, really put hazendal 
on the map and transformed the farm into a wine-producing estate. The 
family decided that Bacchus, the Roman god of wine, would become the 
farm’s symbol, emphasising its commitment to the production of quality 
wines, and the god has maintained a steadfast presence at hazendal for 
more than 150 years. he is immortalised in bronze on the front door of 
the homestead and features on hazendal’s logo.

In the early 1990s, a Russian delegation of decision-makers and in-
vestors visited South africa, inspired by the changes at the time.  

Hazendal owner Dr Mark Voloshin in 
front of the pavilion used for events. 

When Christoffel Hazenwinkel established 
Hazendal in the final year of the 17th century, 
little could he have dreamt what it would  
look like 320 years later. Current owner  
Dr Mark Voloshin’s vision for the wine estate  
has just been revealed – and it’s no dream.
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One of these delegates was dr Mark Voloshin, an entrepreneur who 
fell in love with the country and especially the cape. he purchased 
hazendal in 1994 and established the estate as a premium wine desti-
nation. The farm is managed as a family affair by his daughters Simone 
and Ina and his son-in-law Shlomi azar, with Mark at the helm. 

“hazendal gave me a foothold in my beloved South africa and 
the opportunity to realise a dream,” says Mark. “That dream was to 
preserve the estate’s rich heritage, uplift the local community and 
create a unique Winelands destination where I can unite my family 
and friends as well as create a place for others to do the same. To me 
hazendal is a celebration of the many wonderful things South africa 
and life in general have to offer: nature, heritage, cuisine, wine, art, 
culture and extraordinary people.”

When asked to breathe life into their client’s vision of contempo-
rary structures living harmoniously alongside 300-year-old buildings, 
Mike hackner architects took up the challenge. Maintaining the 
integrity of the heritage buildings next to state-of-the-art new struc-
tures, they have created the elegant and seamless blending of old and 
new that is delighting visitors to hazendal.

The four original buildings that lie on a north–south axis on the 
property gave rise to a linear design. Their positioning also formed 
a natural buffer between the public and private spaces on the estate. 
The hazendal community is centred on the historical werf, which 
serves as an elegant foreground for sweeping views over the lake, the 
Pavilion and the Bottelary hills in the distance. The clean lines of the 
new winery, restaurant, conference facility, administration block and 
edu-play centre are undeniably modern, yet subservient to the old in 

terms of scale. In short, hazendal’s architecture is a study in historic 
sensitivity re-imagined for the enjoyment of a contemporary guest.

The revamped estate is a textured palate of natural and artfully 
created beauty. at its foot lies a biodiversity-rich wetland surrounded 
by traditional farm-style plantings. The lush, classically groomed werf 
overlooks the lake and floating Pavilion while the organic, formally 
structured harvest Garden is not just a source of fresh produce for 
the hazendal restaurants and deli, but a gentle circular parterre 
(formal garden) through which one can stroll. and those who appre-
ciate installation art will enjoy the pieces selected by renowned artists 
Strijdom van der Merwe and angus Taylor. 

as hazendal was one of the first farms to produce wine in the  

region, it is fitting that the Wine Tasting lounge is located in the 
estate’s original cellar. The cellar dates back to 1870, but its space has 
been completely re-conceptualised and blends traditional and contem-
porary design to create the perfect environment for swirling, tasting 
and talking wine. The winemaker and cellar master, clarise Sciocatti- 
langeveldt, is raking in accolades with the 2017 chardonnay and Sé-
millon/Sauvignon Blanc, scoring 90 and 92 respectively (out of 100) 
from wine critic christian eedes. In tribute to the history of hazendal 
and its visionary founder, the estate has created an award-winning 
range of wines, christoffel hazenwinkel, with delightfully whimsical 
labels that received a gold at the Wine label design awards in 2017. 
a vodka made from grapes will be launched in mid-2019.

The culinary offerings produced by the hazendal eateries are 
astounding. The fine-dining avant-Garde Restaurant features sub-
lime dishes by executive chef Michélle Theron, who seamlessly 
merges South african and Russian cuisines to create works of 
art. The Babushka deli is perfect for breakfasts and lunches, and 
hazendal’s own homemade deli products are sold alongside impor-
ted Russian trinkets such as, of course, babushka dolls. dacha Picnics 
can be enjoyed on the expansive lawns, while an after-work Zakuski 
(small plates) menu and drinks are provided in the historical Kraal. 

unique to hazendal, though, is the Russian Tea ceremony under 
the canopy of historic oak trees in the beautiful Russian Tea Garden. 
The ceremony not only offers a glimpse into Russian culture, it is 
also a treasured household ritual that recognises the importance of 
idle talk between the old and the young of topics great and small. as 
part of the ceremony, a strong Russian black tea blend is served from 

a Russian teapot and mixed with hot water poured from a steaming 
samovar (traditional Russian tea urn). The menu consists of tradi-
tional Russian tea recipes interpreted in a modern way. and no Rus-
sian experience would be complete without Beluga caviar, which is 
also elegantly served in the Tea Garden.

With a reputation for doing things a little differently, hazendal 
has redefined the traditional conference experience with a cus-
tom-built, modern facility. The centre has fully equipped and beau-
tiful work spaces that inspire creativity, collaboration and forward 
thinking. It can accommodate up to 350 delegates, although if more 
intimate spaces are required, a flexible wall system does the trick. 
The facility is climate controlled and has Wi-Fi and the latest high-
tech audiovisual equipment.

hazendal offers couples exceptional wedding venues, notably the 
picturesque Pavilion that floats above water and is framed by mag-
nificent views of the Bottelary hills and Simonsberg. a less formal, 
outdoor wedding can be held in the Kraal, while couples who prefer 
a glamorous and luxurious celebration can choose the avant-Garde 
Restaurant or the Grand hall in the conference centre.

another unique feature at hazendal is the Marvol Gallery, which 
not only will feature Mark’s substantial collection of Russian art and 
rare religious icons, but will be an exciting space to showcase South 
african artists with a Russian twist. The collections and exhibitions 
will rotate on a regular basis and will be supported by talks and events.

a first in africa, the Wonderdal edutainment centre combines tech-
nologically advanced and natural elements to teach children topics 
from their school curriculum, such as energy, nutrition and life skills 
– all in a magical environment and a playful way. Virtual characters 
accompany young visitors on their enchanted journey. Trained su-
pervisors are on site so that parents can relax in the Babushka deli, 
taste wine or simply stroll through the estate’s grounds. There is also 
an MTB course for the more adventurous. 

When driving up the winding road that leads to hazendal’s werf, it 
is difficult not to be astounded by the estate’s diverse offerings. dis-
tinct yet discreet, it epitomises what hazendal, a stopover in its early 
days, still stands for today: a destination for all your journeys.  V

Hazendal’s architecture is a study of historic sensitivity re-imagined for the                 enjoyment of a contemporary guest.

LEFT: During the tradi-
tional Russian Tea Cere-
mony, piping hot water is 
poured from a gleaming 
samovar. Visitors can 
relax under the venerable 
oaks in the garden with 
a cup of tea in hand – a 
delightful way to pass  
an afternoon. OPPOSITE 
BOTTOM: Hazendal’s 
picnic baskets feature 
delectable South African 
and Russian fare.

LEFT: A contemporary space. ABOVE: Five generations 
of the Bosman family owned Hazendal. BELOW: The 
extended Voloshin family.

BELOW LEFT: The whimsical Christoffel Hazenwinkel wine range.  
BELOW RIGHT: The award-winning Hazendal Chardonnay 2017. 
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